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QUESTION 1

You compare SAP Master Data Governance (MDG), consolidation and mass change with SAP MDG,central
governance. Which capabilities are unique for SAP MDG, consolidation and mass change? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. SAP HANA fuzzy search can be integrated 

B. Best records can be calculated 

C. All process-related UIs are SAP Fiori-based 

D. Mass changes can be performed 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

Where can you monitor data replicate on? There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Application log 

B. SAP Master Data Governance analytics 

C. Search result list 

D. Dedicated DRFLOG transaction 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

When setting up a search, what are the things to keep in mind? 

A. Enterprise Search must be installed, either in embedded form or as the central search engine, to use MDG for
Material. 

B. As of MDG 7.0 SP2 Feature Pack, you can use SAP HANA-based search to connect the MDG database to an SAP
HANA-based system for search. 

C. The data model and entity type can be selected directly (this can also be preset by customizing or configuration). 

D. For edition-based data, validity time can be used as search criteria, and is displayed in the result list. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4



Which of the following activities can you perform to adapt the validation behavior for a change request 

step? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Adjust the change request type parameter to the validation BAdl 

B. Configure the properties of the change request step for a standard business workflow 

C. Add the impacted entity type to the edit on type 

D. Define change request steps for a rule-based workflow 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to create and process a custom entity (storage/use type 4) in reuse mode in data mode IBP. What do you
enhance? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

A. The data model with the new entity 

B. The access handling with a custom handler class 

C. The GENU component 

D. A change request type with the new entity 

E. The workflow considering the new entity 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 6

What are the principles of MVC paradigm used by web Dynpro? 

A. The controller handles the user input and steers the application. 

B. Views define the layout. 

C. The model holds and provides the business logic. 

D. Standard MVC allows for nested view controllers. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 7



What are the attributes on node level? 

A. The system offers a list of attributes that are available for each node of this type. 

B. Attributes of entity type: each entity has a set of attributes with values. 

C. Integrates into existing integration technologies e.g. Application Link Enabling (ALE) especially Intermediated
Documents (IDoc). 

D. Attributes on node level: each assignment of an entity as a node has its own set of attributes with values 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 8

Why does SAP recommend to synchronize SAP ERP customizing settings (reference data) between the SAP Master
Data Governance (MDG) system and the target system(s)? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question 

A. If reference data only exists in the SAP MDG system, this reference data CANNOT be chosen within the SAP MDG
change request processing 

B. If reference data only exists in the SAP MDG system, the replication to the target system(s) can fail 

C. If reference data only exists in the target system, this reference data CANNOT be chosen within the SAP MDG
change request processing 

D. If reference data only exists in the target system, the corresponding attributes are automatically removed from the
governance scope 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9

What are the data model for custom objects? 

A. Starting with EhP6, a sample data mode SF (SFLIGHT) is delivered. 

B. It includes full PFCG roles, the entry page of a work center, and authorization. 

C. Maintain Distribution Model (MD64) 

D. Generate Partner Profiles (WE20) 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 10

Your customer wants to implement a complex agent determination with the rule-based workflow. Which options does
SAP Master Data Governance offer to implement the requested agent determination logic? 



There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. A change request type can be configured accordingly so that individual agent determination is allowed. 

B. A service name can be assigned in the Business Rule Framework plus decision table that allows and controls a BAdl
call. 

C. A business activity can be defined as agent determination activity. 

D. A user agent value column of the Business Rule Framework plus decision table can be filled with an organizational
structure entry (for example user, org unit). 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 11

Your customer wants to manage numerous suppliers and customers with SAP Master Data Governance (MDG),
supplier. There is NO dedicated data model for suppliers, and the Business Partner MDG data model must be used. 

What is the impact on your project? Please choose the correct answer. 

A. The business partner-supplier relationship is restricted to a 1:1 relationship. 

B. Manual installation of the Customer Vendor Integration (CVI) component into the SAP MDG system is mandatory. 

C. SAP MDG will manage a business partner for each suppier and customer. 

D. The same SAPMDG system CANNOT be used for managing suppliers and customers in parallel. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

How is database storage handled by SAP Master Data Governance (MDG) using the reuse mode? There are 2 correct
answers to this question. 

A. Active data sets are held in the SAP MDG staging area also after change request activation. 

B. Tables defined in the SAP MDG data model store the active data. 

C. Existing ERP structures are used. 

D. Active data sets are removed from the SAP MDG staging area after change request activation. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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